Forbes Magazine offers an annual list of the 2000 largest publicly traded companies, shedding light on four different measurements: Sales, profits, market value and assets held. Soriano-Hernández, del Castillo-Mussot, Campirán-Chávez and Montemayor-Aldrete [Physica A, 471, 733-749, 2017] modeled these wealth metrics using composite distributions made up of two parts. In this note, we introduce different composite distributions to more accurately describe the spread of these wealth metrics.
Introduction
In this note, we investigate the Global 2000 data set, compiled by Forbes Magazine. It features the 2000 largest companies, with their most important financial indicators, namely annual profits, sales, market value and assets along with employee count and a ranking system based on a combined value.
An analysis was published by Soriano-Hernández et al. [14] , where two part models were introduced along with a number of different distribution combinations to predict the percentage of companies below a certain wealth threshold. The tail distribution remained a Pareto distribution of type I for all estimations, combined with either a log normal, gamma or exponential distribution modeling the body part of the sample. These distributions were chosen on the grounds of previous successful modeling in finance [15] , [6] , [7] or modeling of gas propagation in physics [4] .
The basic principle was to divide the data into two parts, and introduce a partial distribution for each part. Both distributions would then be connected by a hard cut-off, leading to a non-continuous, abrupt transition. Formally, the probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the composite model can be specified by
and F (x) = F 1 (x), if x ≤ θ, F 2 (x) + F 1 (θ) − F 1 (θ)F 2 (x), if θ < x, respectively.
Rather than modeling the values provided directly, it was decided that a quotient of a metric and the employee count would be more expressive, giving insight into how much returns the employees generate. This led to the assumption that all observed businesses can be divided into two categories, depending on the number workforce employed. The first category would be companies in retails like Wal-Mart, which have to rely on large numbers of employees for their services. On the other hand we have companies like Apple, which due to the nature of their products and production processes can perform with comparatively low employee number in relation to their revenue.The focus on the application of this model is less in fitting a PDF or CDF to the data, but in a decreasing percentage function 100 1 − F (x) to describe the amount of companies below a certain wealth metric. In this note, we introduce a new approach which suggests a third subpopulation. We then show that it provides a considerable improvement in fits over the old approach. We verify our results with a number of error measures reflecting the goodness of fit and comparative plots, visualising the areas of greatest improvement.
Composite models
Contrary to the previously proposed model, we argue that a distinct third population group is present, leading us to the construction of a three part composite model. The best fitting two part models in Figure 1 do not entirely capture the proper curvature of the percentage function. More strikingly, they also differ considerably in the tails. While the parts closer to the catenation point are still somewhat adequately captured, higher values stray further away. This is especially evident in the profit and sales plots, where we hypothesise that a third section at around 0.1 billion and 0.05 billion could diminish this deviation.
Furthermore, we like to introduce a smoother variant of the composite model, which in its two part form has been introduced by Bakar and Nadarajah [2] . The PDF and CDF are provided below for arbitrary distributions with PDFs f 1 , f 2 and CDFs F 1 , F 2 merged at point θ ∈ R with weight Ψ ∈ R + :
and
We now expand this model by a third partial distribution with PDF f 3 and CDF F 3 . Additionally we now mark θ 1 < θ 2 as the catenation points between the composites and Ψ, Θ as the weights. This yields
For convenience, we introduce ζ = 1 1+Φ+Ψ as scaling parameter. Soriano-Hernández et al. [14] have proposed most prominently the gamma and log normal distributions for the body (f 1 , F 1 ) and a Pareto type I distribution for the tail (f 2 , F 2 ). We mostly agree with the choice of distributions being used for the body component, albeit introducing a beta Weibull (beta Wb) distribution, which we will employ for the body as well as the mid proportion of the data. The beta Wb distribution due to Lee et al. [11] has the PDF and CDF specified by
respectively, for x > 0, λ > 0, k > 0, α > 0 and β > 0, where B(a, b) and I x (a, b) are the beta function and incomplete beta function ratio defined by
respectively, for 0 < x < 1, a > 0 and b > 0.
While the Pareto type I distribution has been commonly used to describe the distribution of wealth among the inhabitants of a country or a larger region, especially the more prosperous ones, we wish to transfer this approach to the wealth spread among international companies. However, we believe that the general shape of the type I distribution cannot accurately capture the most extreme points of the tail. Asymptotic arguments such as the Pickands-Balkemade Haan theorem mandate the shift to the generalized Pareto distribution of higher order, offering a better fit by its more flexible shape. This argument has already found its way into application (see Degen and Embrechts [5] or Kleiber and Kotz [10] ) and it seems sensible for us to update the preexisting approach.
Model comparison
We are now left with three body, two midsection and one tail distribution of interest to us. The next step is to fit all six different section combinations onto the four wealth metric data sets and compare the resulting error measures for previous and current approaches. In addition to the squared and absolute aggregate errors, we investigate a number of variations on the Akaike information criterion (AIC) due to Akaike [1] , the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test statistic (here the maximum deviation of the percentage function) and the Anderson-Darling (AD) statistic. Specifically, we use the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) due to Schwarz [13] , consistent Akaike information criterion (CAIC) due to Bozdogan [3] , corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) due to Hurvich and Tsai [9] and Hannan-Quinn criterion (HQC) due to Hannan and Quinn [8] . The results can be found in Figure 2 .
To ensure the optimal fit for the model and to cut down on computation time, we first computed maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) for each of the partial distributions and used the resulting parameter estimates as initial values for the MLEs of the composite model. The MLEs obtained in this way were used to compute on the one hand the AIC, BIC, etc measures, and secondly serve as initial values for the minimization of the deviation between the modeled percentage function and empirical percentages (for example, proportion of the data below a given value). All computations were performed using the R software [12] . The optimization function in the R software used to find the MLEs is shown in the last column of Figure 2 .
If we look into the percentage based measures (for example, squared and absolute aggregate errors), it becomes evident that the tri-composite model provides a better fit, with up to almost 60 percent reduction in squared error and up to 50 percent reduction in absolute error. For most instances the choice of body distribution only plays a minor part, as long as it is sufficiently heavy-tailed (gamma, log normal, beta Wb distributions tend to perform mostly similarly). We omitted the exponentially distributed body-variant, since it consistently provided the highest error margins in our fitting process. With the introduction of a mid-section and the inherent improved flexibility of the composite distribution, we anticipated lower error measures. Nonetheless by the amount the measures have changed, we see our hypothesis of a third distinct subgroup within the company samples verified.
The density based measures draw a similar picture. What strikes us is that not only do the composite models possess lower AIC, BIC etc. values than the hard cut-off model, but the values are within a very tight grouping. We attribute this to the fact that f (x) as described in (1) consists of disjunct partitions, which do not need to be necessarily continuous at the catenation points.
Furthermore, the tail distribution remains identical and the mid distributions only differ slightly from one another. Since we developed the model in order to more accurately determine the percentage function as characterized in [14] , we give direct error measures of the percentage deviation more weight. Next we turn our attention to the comparative plots in Figure 3 . All variants of the newer model indeed capture the distribution of the wealth metrics more closely. While the logarithmic nature of the plots overemphasizes the tail deviations, where especially sales and profits data can seen with increased accuracy, the greatest improvement has been achieved in the body and mid-sections of the data (for example, when the sample size is less than 1500). We therefore have provided a plot of the absolute error propagation throughout the data, with the previous model in gray and our approach in red once more. See Figure 4 . : From top to bottom: market value, sales, assets and profits with the absolute error of the two part (black) and three part (red) models.
As we can see for the sales and assets metrics, the sharp error peaks through the entire sample have been trimmed considerably ( Figure 5 ). It seems that the improvement of the three part model stretches through all sections for those two particular attributes. The samples of the market values and especially profits draw a somewhat different picture. Most of the improvement of the new model over the previous two part approach is accumulated within the last section, or more accurately the third tercile.
The improvement in the lower two parts are due to higher flexibility of the composite distribution as a whole and a more accurate choice of partial distributions, based on empirical findings with a large number of parametric distributions. Contrarily the reason that the tail distribution achieves a superior fit lies within the expected asymptotic convergence of the population tail towards a generalized Pareto distribution [5] . While the historically applied Pareto type I distribution is an appropriate starting point, the shape remains too restrictive to provide an accurate fit. It is expected as stated earlier that the sample tail converges against a Pareto distribution of high order, as the tail threshold is moved higher towards the last sample point. The introduction of the additional section thus concentrates this partial distribution better on the respective data, for example, a higher quantile of samples, to capture this effect.In Figure 5 , we have singled out this fact. We can clearly see how the standard Pareto distribution fails to accurately describe the behaviour of the very last data points. Especially in the latter three metrics this circumstance presents itself quite dramatically. Due to the double logarithmic scale used, the differences in the higher quantiles are somewhat exaggerated.
Pareto Type I − Pareto Type IV MarketValue PercentagePareto Type I − Pareto Type IV Sales Percentage
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Pareto Type I − Pareto Type IV Assets PercentageWe therefore provide a table of the deviation measures to compare both tail modeling approaches numerically (see Figure 6 ). We can see that the improvement of the type IV distribution over the standard Pareto distribution is considerable. As anticipated we can see how the more general distribution is better suited to capture the extreme tails of all four metrics. Figure 6 : Deviations of the Pareto type distributions.
Conclusions
As our initial observations in the original model suggested, a third distinct subgroup in the sample seems likely, and its addition into the composite model greatly enhanced the distribution fit, more precisely the proposed percentage function 100 1 − F (x) . Not only did the errors in the newly introduced section drop, but it also allowed a more precise fit for the body and tail sections, which now stretch over a significantly smaller sample. While the parameter count has considerably swollen up to 16, which leads to a significant increase in computation time, the smooth tri-composite distribution does give a more accurate impression of the wealth distribution between major international companies as all tested error measures verify. In our opinion this handicap is negligible, since the data set is released annually, hence the actual fitting procedure only has to be done sporadically. Furthermore, the multi step optimization approach we used (parameter estimates of section distributions used as initial values) narrows down the search process significantly, such that a practical use of the composite model seems likely to us.
Since we noticed that the actual choice of the body distributions does in most cases not affect the accuracy of the model too greatly, one might go as far as suggesting that for most practical purposes a single model (for example, the gamma-beta Wb-Pareto type 4 model, which has consistently performed well) can be utilized to replace all incarnations of the previous two part model.
